HOW TO SHARE:

A Great Business Growth Opportunity
Feelings of fatigue throughout the day can leave many of us
distracted, depleted and exhausted. In fact:

Nearly 1/3 of adults
say they don’t have
enough energy to
perform daily tasks.1

85% of
Americans
wake up
feeling tired.2

This need for more energy has driven the energy drink market to sales
of $9.9 billion in the U.S. in the last year alone. The market is expected
to continue to grow dramatically.
Now you have the answer for your customers – Plexus EDGE! EDGE
gives users healthy, sustained energy. It gets to work quickly and can
improve focus, concentration, mood and outlook without the sugar crash
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associated with other energy products. EDGE contains no sugar, no
sodium, no unhealthy additives, and no artificial colors or preservatives.*
The result: long-lasting energy and focus powered by naturally-better
ingredients.*
Your customers will love having an EDGE on their busy lives!

SHARE EDGE ON SOCIAL
Social media is a great way to create buzz about Plexus EDGE! Share
the excitement and energy of EDGE with your network, tag those you
know will be interested, then follow up personally.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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53% of adults
report feeling
sluggish during
the day.3

Hartman Group. 2015
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One or more days per week. Moore, R. 2015
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Use these hashtags in your posts to keep the conversation going!
#POWERUPBEMORE #PLEXUSEDGE #GETYOUREDGE
Social Resources for Edge AVAILABLE IN YOUR BACK OFFICE

Please note: Anytime you include your actual weight loss, you must include the proper disclaimer. If you plan to share on
social, be sure to send to compliance@plexusworldwide.com so that they can help you make sure to your post is compliant.

American Psychological Association. 2013

IDEAS FOR YOUR POSTS:

Try adding your comments to an image of you being active. Here are a few examples.

Give yourself an EDGE!

Power up and be more!

Got fatigue? Get EDGE!*

Power up your day!

Kick your energy up a notch!*

IDEAS FOR YOUR PERSONAL MESSAGES:

Life can be crazy, can’t it?
Kids, work, chores, errands,
family, friends – the list goes
on. I’m so happy to have
found a product that gives
me energy and the mental
focus to conquer it all. Could
you use a little extra energy
in your day?*
2

Wouldn’t it be great to power
through your day and stay
balanced and positive all day
long? Now you can! Plexus’
new EDGE supplement
provides all that with just
three, simple key ingredients.*

DEVELOP YOUR EDGE STORY

Need more energy and mental
motivation for your workout?
Who doesn’t?! Now you can
power up with Plexus EDGE!*

Your Plexus EDGE™ story is a 30 SECOND ‘commercial’ about
your experience with EDGE. Write it down, practice it, and share

YOUR EDGE STORY MIGHT SOUND LIKE THIS:
I’m super busy as a mom and Plexus Ambassador, and I started noticing that by mid-afternoon I was
feeling sluggish and it was getting harder to focus. I still had a whole lot of things to accomplish, so
this was a problem! I started taking EDGE and felt the benefits immediately. Some people take it in the
morning for energy and focus as they start their day, but I’ve found that EDGE works great for me
if I take it with lunch. WOW! What a difference in my afternoons. I get things done more quickly and
efficiently and I’m energetic when my kids get home from school – no more mid-afternoon slumps!
I still have plenty of energy running them to and from their activities, making dinner, and helping with
homework. I can even hit the gym later in the day and still knock out a great workout. EDGE is great for
anyone who needs long-lasting energy and focus. I can do more and be more with EDGE.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Please note: Anytime you include your actual weight loss, you must include the proper disclaimer. If you plan to share on
social, be sure to send to compliance@plexusworldwide.com so that they can help you make sure to your post is compliant.
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USE TOOLS TO SHARE

SHARE AT LEAST

Ready to share EDGE? Great! You don’t have to be a product expert–
just use the tools provided and power up your Plexus® business!

USE PERSONAL CONNECTIONS TO SHARE
Social media is a great intro, but following up with personal
touchpoints seals the deal. Here are some thought-starters for a
conversation about EDGE:

TOOLS WITH YOUR PROSPECTS
AS YOU'RE INTRODUCING
EDGE

YOUR CONVERSATION MIGHT SOUND LIKE THIS:

INTRO

"Hi (prospect’s name), I’ve been dying to talk with you
ever since Plexus introduced EDGE. I know your lifestyle
is as busy as mine, and EDGE has been making a huge
difference for me. I’m feeling energetic all day long! I’m
sending you a quick video that will tell you all about it.
Take a look and let’s chat tomorrow."* (first tool)

FOLLOW
UP

“Hi (prospect’s name). Just checking back in about the
info I sent about EDGE. Which parts of it sound best to
you? I just sent you (second tool). Click on it and I’ll
point out a couple of things."

OR

“Hi (prospect’s name), I have to tell you about a new product
I’m using that has helped kick up my energy level a notch – all
day long! I’m going to drop you a quick digital brochure (first
tool) that will tell you how it works, and I’ll plan to call you
tomorrow.”* (first tool)

(PROSPECT RESPONSE)
IF

If they ask questions: “Sounds like you’re looking for more
information. That’s great, let me send you (second tool)."

Ask for the order:

CLOSE

60

"EDGE has completely changed how I feel during my
busy days, and I think it can do the same for you. We
have a 60-day money-back guarantee, so you have
nothing to lose – and only energy to gain! Let’s put in
an order for you."*

**

For more information go to:
http://plexusworldwide.com/guarantee

LINKS TO DOWNLOAD TOOLS:
NUTRITION

PLEXUS EDGE™
Power Up. Be More.™
Get energized and think sharp with EDGE, the product
changing the way you are able to live.*

THE ENERGY CRISIS

PLEXUS ADVANTAGE

Every day, feelings of fatigue and stress leave you feeling distracted,
depleted and exhausted. You’re desperate for something that rallies
your mood and focuses your mind but the vicious cycle continues.
You are tired and lack motivation. There is never enough time or
energy for the things that matter most.

• EXCLUSIVE, CLINICALLY TESTED INGREDIENTS:

If this sounds like your day, you aren’t alone. 85% of Americans
wake up feeling tired. Nearly 1/3 adults say they don’t have enough
energy to perform daily tasks and 53 percent of adults report feeling
sluggish during the day.

• 100% VEGAN/VEGETARIAN
• GLUTEN-FREE
• NO ARTIFICIAL STIMULANTS

Think this is life? Think again.

WHO SHOULD USE EDGE

HOW EDGE WORKS
Plexus EDGE™ provides healthy, sustained energy and increased
mental focus. With just three key ingredients, EDGE gets to work
fast, giving you energy, sharpening your thinking, enhancing your
focus and improving your mood so you can power through your day.*
Wish you had enough energy to play with your kids? Focus on your
tasks? Grow your business? Blast through your workout? Learn a
new skill? Pick up a new hobby? Give back?
EDGE gives you the energy you need for the things that matter most.
Just one capsule a day can give you the edge you need to live the
life you’ve always wanted.*

PRIMARY BENEFITS

?
EDGE VIDEO

EDGE BROCHURE

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
**Shipping and handling not included.

• HEALTHY, SUSTAINED ENERGY*
• SHARPER THINKING*
• ENHANCES CONCENTRATION AND FOCUS*

– ENERGY-BOOSTING THEACRINE*
– JITTER-BUSTING L-THEANINE*
– NATURAL CAFFEINE

• PATENT-PENDING FORMULA

Professionals, parents, college students, artists, gamers, weekend
warriors – anyone needing long-lasting energy and focus will benefit from
Plexus EDGE™. EDGE is also a great preworkout for athletes and those
looking to make the most out of their gym time or physical activity.*

DID YOU KNOW?
Plexus EDGE™ contains exclusive, clinically tested, key ingredients:
Theacrine (as Patented TeaCrine®) naturally occurs in Kucha Tea leaves.
One of the many benefits of theacrine is its long-lasting, non-habituating
effects. Theacrine improves mood, decreases feelings of stress and
irritability and increases motivation, without disrupting sleep.*
L-Theanine is a naturally occurring amino acid found primarily in
green tea leaves. It helps to improve memory and enhances your
ability to learn. L-Theanine is also our “jitter-buster”. It has a calming
effect, making it an excellent choice to pair with natural caffeine.*
The natural caffeine in EDGE is Coffea Robusta.

• IMPROVES MOOD*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

EDGE FACT
SHEET

EDGE REFERENCE
CARD

EDGE RACK CARD

BE IN THE KNOW
To help you answer any questions that you might have
from your customers, we’ve designed detailed FAQ’s for
EDGE that are posted on the Product Page for EDGE.
Just refer to www.plexusworldwide.com/products/
nutrition/plexus-edge.

Please note: Anytime you include your actual weight loss, you must include the proper disclaimer. If you plan to share on
social, be sure to send to compliance@plexusworldwide.com so that they can help you make sure to your post is compliant.

